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Introduction
WiBorne’s Rail Transit Wireless Broadband Solution helps you to attract new riders to your rail transit commuter system
and allowed you to offer your passengers high-speed wireless Internet access so that they can access their email,
corporate network, news, sports and entertainment services. The same solution can help train operators gain operational
advantages by enabling applications like remote electronic ticketing, remote video surveillance, passenger information
systems, public safety communications, location based advertisement, infotainment and management of in-car services.
With WiBorne’s solution, transit authorities can look to WiBorne to fully furnish and implement in-train wireless networking,
track side and station wireless broadband access and backhaul networking infrastructure. The solution includes a
comprehensive suite of services that provide design, project management, configuration, commissioning and testing, and
support that makes sure your project is implemented right.

Technology – Reference Architecture
This describes high-level view of the Reference Architecture of WiBorne platform developed specifically for railway
communication and applications - including network design and engineering services that provides information quickly and
effectively to people. The desire is to have a wireless technology architecture that supports WiFi for commuters on
metropolitan trains, subways, or MRT, while being consistent, manageable, non-redundant and comprehensive.
The Reference Architecture is the basic foundation for the WiFi on trains and operators business functions. It is on the
critical path to enable future wireless applications projects. It provides customers with an enterprise-wide blueprint for the
future technical architecture. The Reference Architecture is one of the essential pieces that allow business and technical
teams to develop applications to support train systems and operators.

Mobile Internet for Train Commuters and Enterprise Network Architecture
The Mobile Internet and Enterprise Network Architecture is the foundation of the overall architecture. All other
components rely upon the availability and capabilities of the network. The ingenuity of this reference architecture is to
explore how technologies utilizing high gain antennas, 3G, Wi-Fi meshed networks, and WiMAX together with Mobile IPbased Mobile Networks can be combined to provide a total last-mile access solution now and in the future.

There are many different wireless technology usage segments. Each wireless technology is designed to serve a specific
usage segment and component of the architecture:
• Commuter Personal Usage - Personal area networks (PANs)
• In-Car Train - Local area networks (LANs)
• Train-to-Trackside - Metropolitan area networks (MANs)
• Trackside-to-Internet - Wide area networks (WANs).
The requirements for each usage segment are based on a variety of variables, including:
Bandwidth needs
Distance needs
• Power
• User location
• Services offered
• Network ownership.

Open Standard Radio Technologies
The adoption of open standard for radio technologies—including 3G, 802.11, 802.16 and future standards – speeds up
the explosive growth of service based on wireless technologies. Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) revolutionized the market for
unlicensed client access radios in a wide variety of applications. Starting in 2005, Worldwide Interoperability for
Microwave Access (WiMAX) certification of the IEEE 802.16-2004 standard for fixed-position radios will do the same for
point-to-point (P2P) and point-to multi-point (P2MP) wireless broadband equipment in both the licensed and unlicensed
bands.
In 2006, the WiMAX standard, i.e., IEEE 802.16e, for portable operation is expected to be ratified, thus standardizing
client radios in unlicensed and licensed bands. This certification will provide users with an alternative and allow service
providers the benefit of additional tier services. It provides up to 50-kilometers of service area, allows users to get
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broadband connectivity without the need of direct line-of-sight to the base station, and provides total data rates up to 75
Mbps — enough bandwidth to simultaneously support hundreds of businesses and homes with a single base station.
All Internet Connectivity for commuters in the rail car must comply with IEEE 802.11g standards and specifications. Inside
the cars of train, one or more access point (AP) can be used for aggregating and connecting end users’ device such as
notebook computers.
WiBorne’s products roadmap is to support Wireless Mobile Communication Platform for Public Safety: Fire/Rescue, Law
Enforcement, Telemetry / M2M, Landline Replacement, Mobile, Security, Municipalities, Defense, and Transportation.

Connectivity to the Train
There are three possible independent modes for providing connectivity to the train:
1. Satellite Communication
2. Existing Cellular Networks
3. WiFi / WiMAX Bridge Network.
Model 3 is the preferred mode for high-volume deployment. Mode 1 and 2 can be used for the low initial cost – low
volume business case or for the backup communication channel of mode 3.

Project Executive Summary
WiBorne’s Rail Transit Wireless Broadband Solution helps you to attract new riders to your rail transit commuter system
and allowed you to offer your passengers high-speed wireless Internet access so that they can access their email,
corporate network, news, sports and entertainment services. The same solution can help train operators gain operational
advantages by enabling applications like remote electronic ticketing, remote video surveillance, passenger information
systems, public safety communications, location based advertisement, infotainment and management of in-car services.
With WiBorne’s solution, transit authorities can look to WiBorne to fully furnish and implement in-train wireless networking,
track side and station wireless broadband access and backhaul networking infrastructure. The solution includes a
comprehensive suite of services that provide design, project management, configuration, commissioning and testing, and
support that makes sure your project is implemented right.

Industry
Telecommunication / Service Provider

Business Challenges
•
•

Ensure continued leadership within the mobile data-services market
Develop new strategies for customer retention and acquisition
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•
•

Drive growth through next generation travel services and new customer experiences
Develop capability to deploy future pervasive services

Solutions
•
•
•

Metro Project - provide wireless Internet access aboard trains in a metropolitan area
A business model that optimizes strengths, skills, and assets
Innovative design based on advanced technologies from Atlastelecom-WiBorne team

Overview Functions
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internet connection from 3G and optional WiMAX while trains are moving
802.11 a/b/g broadcast on-board with seamless roaming and mobility
Interface with iZone core
Single appliance (W3G) for all: 3G (WiMAX later), Network Management Systems(NMS), Hotspot Controller,
Wireless Switch.
Train-based hotspot solution providers
Failover for both internet (WAN) and on-board (WLAN)
WMM (802.11e) and QoS for bandwidth management
Network Management Systems(NMS) with saved logs to PostgreSQL database for Public Safety
Moving hotspot with internal or external billing system, credit card, and prepaid cards, portal (walled garden)
No network disruptions occur when a train goes through a tunnel with proven technology and equipments from
3G on Taipei Freeway and MRT, New Zeal Toll Rail
Able to wirelessly stream games, television programs, music and movies to their laptops.
802.11n draft supported or upgradeable with software patch
No single points of failure with failover from W3G and individual WAP.
In-Carriage Design:
• Carriages can be in arbitrary order as long as single W3G router for each train.
• Train can move forward and backward.
• Number of carriages for each train is flexible as long as WAP is equipped with high power radio modules.

Business Results
Passenger’s Productivity from the Wi-Fi Onboard
Mobile Wi-Fi offered from our solutions is the perfect product for Operator’s customers because they have chosen the
train in order to be productive during travel. As one of the most blooming cities for e-commerce activities,
a majority of the passengers want Internet onboard. Mobile Wi-Fi onboard is the perfect product for Operator’s customers
because they have chosen the train in order to be productive during travel. Wireless onboard is an advantage that we
could offer to travelers over the train’s primary competitor: the convenience of driving - the automobile. Train operators
see its potential for improving new passenger services and day-to-day operations.

Building the Business for Wi-Fi Onboard
There is good revenue to be made in offering Internet on the train. Train Operator can collect passenger usage data and
feedback throughout the Monitoring subsystem from W3G for hourly/daily/monthly usage, constantly adapting the onboard
Wi-Fi product offering to meet passenger requirements.
Public Safety
It can also be used to provide workers with the immediate data communications infrastructure needed at a disaster scene
or relief site.
Business Model
• Differentiated and enhanced travel experience of DM customers
• Increased footprint and service availability for ISP customers
• Business model can be replicated across other train services and markets
Time to Market Advantage
The WiBorne solution provides a flexible, scalable platform for rail operators to meet their passengers’ and their own
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requirements of the service. Speed of connection is also the big concern for passengers, some passengers won’t allow
for some delays as a tradeoff for having the service available onboard.
In summary, we offer a scalable solution from the outset – one that provides hooks into additional services, like e-ticketing,
diagnostics, onboard point-of-sale systems, and telemetry.

WiBorne Experience with Field Proven Equipments & References
New Zealand Toll NZ & Toll Rail
WiBorne (www.wiborne.com) and Infortek (www.infortek.co.nz) deployed WiFi communication and video surveillance
systems for Toll Rail since summer of 2006. Toll Rail (http://www.tollrail.co.nz) is New Zealand's leading transport
operator that provides cost-efficient line haul service for the movement of bulk commodities.
WiBorne’s equipments, WAP series of Access Points, have been proven to offer wireless streaming communication for all
carriages in the train with seamless roaming, self-configurable, completely mobility and flexibility with train operation while
on the road or approaching stations, both on ground and in tunnels. Each train can have 8 to 11 carriages with arbitrary
order and interchangeable with other trains while park in train station.

3G / WiFi / WiMAX Deployment for Vehicles on Freeway, Mobile-Taiwan
WiBorne Inc. awards contract to ADLINK Technology Inc. (www.adlinktech.com) to co-develop a 3G/WiFi/WiMAX router
for local mobile operator, FarEastone, www.fareastone.com.tw. This offers WiFi services on Evergreen Bus
(www.evergreen-eitc.com.tw) from Taipei City to C.K.S. International airport. WiBorne’s W3G router serves internet
connection from 3G (and WiMAX once ready) and 802.11 broadcast to passengers for mobility, internet services, video
streaming, and telecommunication.
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WiFi Communication for FMC Mine, Wyoming, USA
The requirement for this project is to:
• Location Tracking for Miners, Equipments
• WiFi all tunnels except explosion area
• Computer communication with machines
• Obstruction inspection for conveyor belt.
We started to perform first stage on March 2006 which shows wireless communication for Jeeps and miners in few
tunnels. It was a very successful demo that proves wifi links worked perfectly on moving vehicles. We also showed realtime location systems (RTLS) for such moving objects too. The 2nd stage started on March 2007 that proved more tunnels
work with single to triple radio APs. Once accepted then we would have full deployments for 600 nodes.

Taipei MRT Subway WiFi along Railroad - Prototype
WiBorne co-developed on-car wireless surveillance system with MITAC for Taipei subway (MRT) during summer of 2005.
MRT cars delivered on-car video/audio data to access points built up along railroads.
Project Requirement from MITAC:
• provide streaming video and wireless internet access
• while traveling 80km per hour
• seamless 30 frames per second: roaming delay with 2 seconds of handoff
• video streaming with 36 Mbps
• real time
• audio as well must work in all environments
• utilize 802.11a technology
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Project Design
The challenges ahead of 3G and WLAN Integration are:
• Architecture to integrate 3G and WLAN
• Mobility management (seamless roaming) in the 3G/WLAN between different service providers Authentication and
security in the integrated architecture
• Regulatory requirements
• Billing
• Mapping of services between 3G and WLAN
• Scalability

WiBorne’s solutions to integrate 3G / WiMAX with WLAN are to reduce above critical issues with consideration of practical
deployment.
The WiBorne solution consists of an array of low-profile antennae mounted on top of the carriages. This array supports
connections to 3G, WiMAX, and Wi-Fi. The solution also utilizes on-board Access Points (AP, model WAP) and 3G router
(model W3G) that are packaged to meet stringent rail standards and to perform in rail’s severe conditions.
The WAP APs perform backhauling between APs and 3G router, also serve broadcast to passengers, all with 802.11a/b/g.
Backhauling among APs and 3G router is done with 802.11a for seamless roaming and communicate with approaching
stations if needed.
The W3G 3G / WiMAX router perform internet communication on the road with near by 3G / WiMAX stations. Each train
has one 3G router, and each carriage has one AP.
The W3G router is also a Wi-Fi access point content cache, able to deliver basic Internet access services as well as
dynamic local content and a variety of operator applications, like interface with iZone for e-ticking, onboard credit card
authorization, security, network management systems, and more. It performs attracting and retain passengers with
onboard wireless Internet connectivity. It further provides authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA) services as
users log on to the initial portal page for the wireless on train service.
The W3G is also capable of roaming capability while on the road. It has watchdog feature does send and receive traffic
over the Internet periodically in order to monitor the Internet connection. If internet is disconnected then it would continue
for dial up or switch to next ISP provider based on signal strength of receiving provider and authenticate for internet
connection. The WLAN connection will stay on the same upon authenticated from new provider to support the new billing /
accounting
W3G has can be functional with multiple cards for bonding to increase bandwidth, it can also support different vendors of
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3G cards offered by other operators. This ensures the scalability and seamless roaming, mapping of different 3G services
onto the same WLAN.
W3G has both internal billing systems along with interface to support external billing systems. This enrich the Billing and
roaming services between different hotspot zone.
From the user perspective, passengers with 802.11 a/b/g Wi-Fi-enabled devices (such as laptops and handheld devices)
simply choose the onboard wireless network from the list presented to them by their wireless card’s user interface. Once
logged on, users are presented with the iZone wireless Internet portal, and then have access to those services – such as
Internet access, corporate networks, entertainment, security, instant messaging and more – specified by the rail operator.
In pay-per-use scenarios, the passenger logs on using a user name and password, and the system takes care of AAA
services for the rail operator.

Overall Architecture
•
•
•
•

W3G Router: 3G / WiFi / WiMAX router, Wireless switch for network management, and hotspot controller.
AWG Switch and HSG Controller: Hotspot Controller and Network Management Systems
WAP-AP: AP mode for backhauling with other WAP-Client APs, by using mesh or Nstreme technology to for high
throughput (54Mbps, or 108Mbps turbo mode. 20Mbps or higher in real). It performs 802.11 a/b/g to passengers.
WAP-Client: AP-client to backhaul WAP-AP, while performing 802.11 a/b/g to passengers.

Above design support in-carriage basis that allow carriages to be interchangeable and is proven technology from
deployment of New Zealand Toll Rail trains.

Schematic Diagram
This schematic diagram shows the 3G / WiMAX connection from train to stations, and on-board connection of 802.11
a/b/g/n among carriages.
There have two part of network connection, WAN and WLAN. WAN is from train to 3G/WiMAX stations as backhaul,
while WLAN is wired or wireless broadcast in among carriages (on-board).

3G/WiMAX Connection (WAN)
This shows internet connection for moving train by using existing cellular 3G stations and WiMAX (for later stage). 3G /
WiMAX broadcast that meets train speed (120 KM/Hr as maximum) sends and receives wireless packet from nearby
cellular towers while train is moving, onto W3G router locates on any suitable location in one of carriages. The WiMAX
broadcast is optional that is dependent on client’s selected vendors.
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The road environment along rail road can be emulated with following pictures (courtesy from web surfing):

We applied our proven experience from 3G / Wireless deployment for transportation and railroad industries for a Metro
project, with on going WiMAX technology. We provide real-world data on consumer usage, service deployment process
and integration and deployment pointers to rail operators looking to capitalize on Wi-Fi onboard trains. As
Experienced Wi-Fi deployments onboard trains, WiBorne shares a best practices deployment model that will help rail
operators and service providers set out a three-stage project plan for implementing Wi-Fi onboard.
It is most often the case that coverage of wireless networks over a particular train route is inconsistent due to possible line
of sight issues for satellite connectivity, terrestrial network gaps in tunnels or existing traffic loading on shared networks.
WiBorne solution has hence been developed to switch between the different wireless networks as they become available
along the train route. For instance, in areas where the 3G broadband is available, 3G might be chosen, while in the train
station, a high-speed Wi-Fi connectivity might be preferred. Our implementation even considers future WiMAX broadcast.
Operator also asked vendor to consider WiFi (mesh) broadcast along the railroad as an option. we can turn onboard
wireless AP onto client mode resides in W3G router for this. in case they want such backhaul infrastructure then we
would need to add another same antenna on the roof.
Our experience for the 3G connection in tunnels, train stations, and among buildings surrounded rail road, is well
connected in proven cases such as Taipei MRT, internet connection has no interruption.

802.11 a/b/g/n Connection (WLAN)
The interior of carriages can be illustrated as following pictures (courtesy from web surfing):
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The WAP Access Points mounted between train roof and tunnel ceiling of each carriage, act as both backhaul and
broadcast. Backhaul antennas are mount on outside roof of each train, while same antenna will serve 802.11 a/b/g
broadcast inside each of carriage.

Following schema shows how wireless connection in between carriage:

The WAP-AP connects to W3G router which access internet connection from 3G/WiMAX stations. WAP-AP and WAPClients are connected each other either with mesh or available protocols in WAP as backhaul by using 802.11a.
Each WAP will have additional two radios that perform 802.11 a/b/g/n broadcast to passengers.
Passengers typically want to use the Internet applications that they use in their offices. These include:
• Sending and receiving emails
• Web browsing
• Instant messaging
• Access to their corporate networks via VPN connections
• On-line applications for travel bookings
For personal use passengers may also access:
• On-line e-commerce applications
• On-line entertainment
• Tourism and travel information
The WAP and W3G products currently support all the above applications
Rail operators have expressed the need to keep their traffic separately managed and encrypted from the passengers. The
types of applications rail operators will run are:
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•
•
•
•
•

Security applications: ability to capture images and monitor remotely
E-ticketing: ability to sell tickets and create bookings in real time
Point of sale applications: credit card authorizations
Inventory management: for the bar car and snack trolleys
Scheduling and tracking of trains

W3G is designed to support various rail applications while providing WAN connectivity. The applications may reside on
W3G Router installed on the train or in the rail operator’s operations center.

Traffic Dimensioning
This section discusses managing traffic to optimize the passenger experience even through tunnels, terrain and physical
obstructions
The WAP-W3G dynamically assesses the link quality and switches to the network that provides the best throughput for
the lowest cost. Concurrently, the WAP-W3G makes best use of the wireless networks resources by minimizing the traffic
being sent out from the train.
Techniques used include:
• Channel bonding multiple 3G cellular modems (and WiMAX when ready) to create a single virtual channel
providing more bandwidth
• Make WAN connectivity seamless as train moves along the route, in and out of stations, and from inside the station
to onboard the train.
• Scalability and seamless roaming among different operators with Watchdog & Alive 3G features while support
multiple 3G / WiMAX cards from different operators.
• Constant connectivity regardless of speed of train
• Compression of compressible traffic
• TCP acceleration: reduces chatter of standard TCP protocol and improves overall efficiency of the channels
• Email processing: intercepts email and acknowledges receipt to email application. The emails are then trickled out
at a lower priority when spare bandwidth is available. Any remaining email messages are pushed out over the Wi-Fi
station connection when the train pulls into the station.
• Performs bandwidth sharing to ensure users and applications are allocated bandwidth equitably.
• DNS caching
• Web caching
The W3G unit has optional features that has Real-Time Location System (RTLS) that provides train positional data based
on signal strength of wireless that can be used to predict network availability (e.g. service outage due to approaching
tunnel) and for train tracking by rail operator or for display of positional data on a web page for passengers. This
application is similar to the map displays found on commercial airlines.

Cable Route
The major cable routes for the system are WAN and WLAN:
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WiFi 802.11 a/b/g/n and 3G / WiMAX Antennas
Correct antenna placement is critical to the performance of an antenna. Electrically speaking the best place to mount a
car antenna is the car roof. An antenna mounted on the roof of a car will function better than the same antenna installed
on the hood or trunk. Knowledge of the vehicle may also be an important factor in determining what type of antenna to
use. Do not install a glass mount antenna on the rear window of a vehicle in which metal has been used to reduce
ultraviolet light. The metal tinting will work as a shield and not allow signals to pass through the glass.
Since we use the same housing and connector for all of antennas (roof, ceiling, and 2G/3G/WiMAX) with color code to
distinguish the frequencies, this reduces installation procedures.
Location of antennas can be on the center of each carriage, with the shortest length of cable as much as possible. This
ensures design of In-Carriage to be flexible to interchange carriages during services, with evenly distribution of microwave
among carriages.
•
•
•

OA-3702-MHF 2G/3G/WiMAX antenna for WAN: only one unit per train for W3G router
OA-3702-KHF Roof antenna: one for each carriage as backhaul of WLAN
OA-1024 MIMO ceiling antenna: single antenna for 802.11 a/b/g/n

Seamless Mobility
This includes all items required to support seamless mobility for 802.11 clients in this offer.
Criteria such as roaming, billing, security, seamless authentication, and handovers, are addressed here for how we
archive these issues.
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WiFi Roaming inside Carriages
Roaming on WAPs among different carriages on the same train implies that for seamless connectivity the end users do
not need to worry about which AP it is connected to - this also implies all the WAPs and connected devices are in the
same subnet. WAP also offer WLAN with bridging so it does not matter with difference of IP.
IAPP Roaming Protocols and Proactive Caching
Both WAP and W3G (onboard AP, or hostap / hostapd modes) offer IAPP roaming protocols to support 802.11f. This
would minimize the jigger time for voice / video data during handoff latency.
W3G also offers proactive caching to avoid long handoff delay caused by IAPP communication between two APs as well
as AP and RADIUS server With proactive caching, current access point distributes the security context of the mobile
station to neighboring access points BEFORE the station actually handoffs. The distributed contexts are cached in each
neighboring APs so that when the station is reassociating to one of the neighbor APs, context transfer from current AP to
new AP is not needed. Consequently, the handoff delay can be drastically reduced resulting in achieving great
performance while the same security level is being maintained. Please refer 802.11f standard for detailed protocol
description.

WiFi Roaming between Carriages and Train stations
When end user walks through carriages and station, it could encounter different subnets. Abstraction between the
physical IP address and the logical one used by user’s applications - mobile IP is to fix this kind of problem, but it needs
complex IP stack changes and router software. The easiest approach is to offer the same SSID with same subnet
between carriages and station such that any of APs would be able to roam end users easily. In case there has issue of
security then an alternative solutions is to use VLAN to communicate WAP-520 and other APs such as Cisco Aironet
1200.
VPN Roaming
Both WiBorne and Cisco apply the same IPSec / IKE protocols, ISAKMPD. We can support the demand of
interchangeable of policy rules for roaming of VPN.

3G and WiFi Roaming
The Marriage between 3G and WiFi will be required reading for any operator, carrier, or vendor looking to establish a
foothold in this burgeoning mobile data space. To realize the potential of seamless mobility and ensure continued
profitability, service providers have to focus as equally on WLAN implementations as they do on their cellular wireless
wide-area network (WWANs).
Please Refer to following session for how to support single and multiple bill systems with our proposed systems.

Core Network Equipments
This describes all requirements for network management as part of the offer.

Current Equipments for Integration
Following show possible existing core network equipments that need to be integrated with WiBorne’s AWG and HSG
servers:
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Sample scenarios for authentication can be that an Operator employee can login to corporation account via LDAP; while
guest or visitors can login to billing systems via RADIUS. All such authentication go to AWG that communicates with
LDAP and RADIUS authenticators Services portal popup contents to wireless clients for advertisement, news, services..
AWG / W3G send all logs back to HQ.
For customers that have roaming agreement with specific roaming partner, HSG connects with backhaul roaming server
would authenticate current customers on different roaming zone and count billing with new session.
Another important issue is to integrate with existing Cisco equipments such as Aironet AP, SSG, and SESM.
To manage different devices from variety of manufactures is to usually communicate with SNMP / MIBS API or GRE/L2TP
protocols. The WAP/W3G/AWG offer fully SNMP capability to communicate with other devices via MIBS library. Our
systems are fully capable for development of standard Unix protocols with supported language.
For example, billing systems built by RADIUS protocols usually support MIBS for authentication and accounting by using
specific ports and login/password to communicate between WAP/W3G/AWG with RADIUS servers.
During implementation of customization software, we would need to know network interface offered from existing
equipments and develop software to monitor and control all devices.
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Failover Functions
Redundancy for AWG and HSG are required. Both
AWG and HSG offer failover functions for
redundancy. It offers a number of components
which can be used to solve this problem, by placing
two units of AWG or HSG in parallel. All traffic
passes through the primary AWG; when it fails the
backup AWG assumes the identity of the primary
AWG, and continues where it left off. Existing
connections are preserved, and network traffic
continues as if nothing had happened.
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Planning Management Systems with Business Logic
AWG / HSG / W3G controllers are flexible to integrate with existing or future planning management or business logic from
NOC.

Integration with Operator Network
This describes the changes required in core network and integration to Operator network. Integrated Network elements
are discussed below.
Current NOC contains Cisco’s SESM and AR and may have WiBorne’s AWG / HSG that communicate with W3G and
WAP, and possible other vendors’ AP that are associated with NOC.
AWG manages WLAN security, authorization, IDS/IPS, NMS, monitoring
HSG performs accounting, billing, roaming, service portals, logs.
WAP has Neighbor Discovery Protocol also supports Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP), so and SNMP/GRE protocols
All WiBorne’s equipments can communicate existing Operator NOC servers with SNMP / Cisco GRE / L2TP or any
standard TCP / UDP protocols
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Authenticators
Both AWG and W3G offer interface of Kerberos, Microsoft Domain Controller, LDAP, and RADIUS to communicate with
existing authenticators offered from Operator. Interface with multiple authenticators is available from AWG that allow
different roaming partners to authenticate same user for authentication and accounting.
Following is a snapshot of Authentication page from AWG for multiple authenticators:

Services Portal
Operator can update content of hotspot portal for any news, notification, advertisement, schedule, to login or popup pages
of end users. This is done by management of AWG/HSG with associated W3Gs which manage subgroup of WAP-520.
Sample of service portal can be illustrated here:
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Sample Services offered:
Î Virtual tourist guide on a WLAN-PDA
Customer requirements:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Offers roaming & billing of all
major players to users
Offers VoWLAN (Voice over WLAN)
Offers local content of many hotspot owners without
security compromises but gives them access to edit the
content themselves
Follow moving users over different hotspots and gateways
without losing the session
Show same content in different languages
Navigation
Provides high-volume tourism content
directly from gateway
Easy setup and survey of network infrastructure

Integration with 3rd Party Equipments
Normal procedure to authenticate wireless customers done by AWG / HSG is with either internal account for guest, or
external interface with other authenticators. What HSG need is a customized service portal with compressed .zip files
created by content developers and push such compressed file onto HSG. HSG then starts portal services with walled
garden technology that redirects client to visual login page. Functions available from Cisco’s SESM and SSG are actually
built onto existing AWG, HSG, or even W3G individually.
As long as backbone billing systems can manage accounting accordingly with HSG or SESM+SSG then both systems
can work separately without conflict. The IT persons only need to push contents and service portals onto HSG or SESM
then it’s ready for service.

Both WiBorne’s WAP and Cisco Aironet Access Points offer enrich functions of CLI, there will have no problem to migrate
to each others. Both WiBorne’s HSG and AWG can manage Cisco Aironet since years ago with remote management and
auditing.

Diagnosis and Report Interfaces (PostgreSQL Database Interface)
AWG / HSG / W3G offers Comprehensive reporting and statistics tracking tools, process and present data on service
usage such as subscriber sessions, payment history, concurrent sessions, bandwidth usage, network latency, illegal
users or intruders. AWG / HSG / W3G save most of logs data onto PostgreSQL which offers industrial strength of API for
data mining.
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Billing Systems
Again, both HSG and W3G offers communication of accounting protocols such as RADIUS attributes, and are capable of
scripting programming for general UNIX shall, Perl, C, or any common scripts such that newer billing systems can be
adapted and consolidate of authentication / accounting information quickly inside HSG or W3G.
Pre-paid cards and Credit card interfaces are available for credit-card gateway companies with modification from our
codes:
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Business Logic
Refer to previous session for possible business logic to integrate with AWG / HSG / W3G.

Methodology of subscriber connectivity & Interchange to Other Operators
This describes the methods and procedures to handle subscribers from other operators.

One-Bill Roaming
From the user’s perspective, it is desirable to receive a single bill from their respective home operators despite having
visited and used hotspots operated by different operators. The ability to provide such a service, which requires an open
infrastructure that supports wireless roaming and interworking, offers great convenience to the user and will help increase
wireless usage. Support of One-Bill Roaming is available from above integration with Operator backoffice systems.

Multiple-Bills Roaming
The roaming agreements Part of the access problem of WiFi services derived from our 3G/WiMAX service is the dearth of
roaming agreements preventing seamless Wi-Fi connectivity. Customers want to access Wi-Fi anywhere in the Metro and
not worry about authentication or payments up front. They also want the choice to access Wi-Fi with their mobile phones,
instead of having to lug around a computer or purchase a costly PDA. Coverage beyond the Wi-Fi can be achieved from
roaming agreements with mobile-phone operators, allowing data sessions to be transferred from hotspots to 3G networks
when users stray out of 802.11b/g Wi-Fi range.
Once roaming agreements are resolved, how we can support roaming across operators?
The AWG / HSG / W3G support variety yet multiple authenticators such that we can authenticate same users with
different authenticators that support roamed databases.
Two approaches that we can ensure WLAN clients has less impact of interruption when roaming to different operators:
First, if different operators own different authenticators with shared databases for accounting, then once 3G service is
roamed to different operator, our system would not be able to dial out with same 3G authentication with Watchdog / Alive
functions. Existing W3G supports multiple 3G dial-ups such that system can try to connect to listed operators. With
successful connection from 3G WAN side, the authentication servers will verify individual users available from WLAN side
and offer service or disconnect services.
Secondly, AWG / HSG / W3G offer internal billing systems that support Pause and Resume, or Use or Lost. Such internal
billing systems can be expanded and communicate with accounting systems from different Operators. Once 3G service is
roamed to different operator, internal billing system then authenticate individual users with new roamed external
accounting for billing and usage.

Roaming of Multiple-Connectivity from Different Operators
W3G has two advantages to support Roaming services with different operators:
First: W3G offers multiple dial-up such that when current 3G signal is lost it then swap to available 3G services by
checking connectivity with dial-up. The daemon process Watchdog & Alive process such checking of 3G services. Once
3G is roamed to different operator, W3G then process authentication and accouting based on approaches described on
previous sessions – Multiple Billing Systems.
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Second: W3G offers multiple slots for different 3G cardbus or USB devices that offer different connectivity from other
operators.
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